
From the FCC President:                                                                                                        
This column is going to be even briefer than usual.                                             
The fact is we have reached a point where without additional volunteers to 
carry-out the services of the club we will need to decide what must be cut 
out. It may be competitions or presentations or may be something else. 
These next few weeks are critical, so if there’s any way you can devote just a 
small amount of time to keep these club functions going please contact me 
soon at flushingcameraclub@gmail.com time is running out.                                                        
Joe Macaluso  

 

                                     

Meetings: 6:45 pm, 1st, 3rd, 5th 
Wednesdays  USUALLY AT 
Flushing Hospital, conference room 
on 5th Fl., 45 Ave & Burling St., 
Flushing. Park on street or in lot 
across the street on Burling St.. 
FREE but Parking ticket must be 
validated at the Camera Club.                 
Call to confirm.                                             
ALL MEETINGS CURRENTLY 
VIA ZOOM. 

Dues: $40.00 for  individuals 

$60.00 per family;$20.00 for students 
up to 23 yrs.old.      

 

         Member: Photographic Federation of Long Island (PFLI)                                                         
 
 “Together in friendship may we learn the art of photography” 
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   Our 51st year and counting. 

1st—Competition - Best of the Best                   

15th–Awards Ceremony  (details to follow) 

4th—Competition - Judge: Gen Rudock                                           

18th–Program: A Scott Kelby video 

SPRINGTIME : “The snow has not yet left the earth, but spring is already asking to enter your 

heart. If you have ever recovered from a serious illness, you will be familiar with the blessed 

state when you are in a delicious state of anticipation, and are liable to smile without any 

obvious reason. Evidently that is what nature is experiencing just now. The ground is cold, mud 

and snow squelches under foot, but how cheerful, gentle and inviting everything is! The air is so 

clear and transparent that if you were to climb to the top of the pigeon loft or the bell tower, you 

feel you might actually see the whole universe from end to end. The sun is shining brightly, and 

its playful, beaming rays are bathing in the puddles along with the sparrows. The river is swelling 

and darkening; it has already woken up and very soon will begin to roar. The trees are bare, but 

they are already living and breathing.”  ―                                                                                                                     

Anton Chekhov, The Exclamation Mark  

https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/3006154


FCC wishes a most happy and healthy Birthday to all our members born in month of May.   

                     Richard Trapani                                                                                                         

                Hoping you have a very special Birthday .                                                                                                             
If we do not have the month of your birth email it to Joecxlt@aol.com 
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From the editor’s desk:                                               

Hi all,    

 I hope everyone had a happy Passover and Easter.  The spring season is here at last.  With the 

information gathered by viewing recent programs at FCC many members are anxious to shoot those 

beautiful flowers available at this time of year.  Your FCC board is working on some outdoor one day photo 

trips and I am looking forward to seeing many of our members together again doing  what we love.                                

In this issue:  Below is a heads up about the upcoming Leonard Victor competition and a new process for 

submitting  your images.    On page 3 we spotlight another  of our members and below that is a column by 

Tim Grey.  On Page 4 is the next PFLI Sunday lecture date and a report on our April presentation.  Page 5 

has the latest FCC Competition standings. The April Images of the Month are on page 6.  On page 7 is an 

excellent read by Dick Hunt pertaining to competition scores and judges. We conclude on page 8 with 

another Russ Burden photography tip.   

Enjoy this great weather and try to get out and explore with your camera in hand.                                                                                                                                                                      

“photoJoe” Crupi 

I received this email from Dick Hunt in regard to the LV Competition -                                                                                                                             
A heads up for the Leonard Victor digital competition in June.     In past years I would send out (and post on the 
web) a list of all of the images that were eligible for the LV. The individual makers would e-mail me the titles of 
their digital selections and the category. Since I set up the monthly competitions I already had the actual 
image files on my computer and I would simply enter them  That list will go out right after the final 
competitions in May but with the unfortunate passing of Barry halfway through the season I only have some 
of the digital images.                                                                                                                                                            
So this year it will be necessary for the images to be attached to the e-mail requests. Since as 
coordinators you should also have those images you could act as a middle man for your club or the maker 
could send them to me directly.  Either way would be fine. Obviously we will set up a backup system for next 
year. Dick Hunt 
 If there are entries from our club the maker will probably have to contact me so I can                                                   
assist in the "entree title”.  Let's see if there are further instructions from Dick.                                                                     
thanks, Louise DeStefano  

If you sent Louise PFLI entries for April, she will be entering them as make-ups for that month.  
Entries for the PFLI May competition are due to her by Friday May 6th.  The make-up entries will 
be part of the PFLI May competition. (This relates to monthly comp only not L.V. )                                                                                                 
Entries should be emailed to pfli.fcc.photos@gmail.com   

Diane Arbus 
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FCC periodically has this “Spotlight” column where we have members tell us 

of their experience in FCC.  It is a great way to get to know our fellow 

members a little better.  This month we spotlight Sheila Golden.                                            
Here is her story:  

I joined FCC in approximately 2015.  A friend suggested to look online for a club which is 

under the auspices of the Photographic Federation of Long Island and so I did.                                               

What I like most about the Flushing Camera club is meeting people and making new 

friends.  That is the best part. Everyone is welcoming and friendly and eager to help each 

other learn about photography.   

 Since covid struck  I miss the in-person club meetings.  It was fun to exchange ideas in person and have spontaneous 

discussions. Hopefully we can return to in person meetings soon.  However, right now I find our zoom meetings are 

educational and keep us in contact with our members.                                                                                                                                                                                           

I use the Canon Power Shot SX60HS.  It has a non-interchangeable lens.  It's 16.1 mega pixels. Lens equivalent to 21-

1365mm in 35mm format.  Wide angle-telephoto Zoom lens.                                                                                                                    

My favorite image is a photo of the sunset I took in Manhattan in July 2015.  The setting sun lined up and could be seen 

between the skyscrapers.  The sun was yellow, the sky was orange, and the buildings became dark silhouettes.  This was the 

day they call Manhattanhenge.   I specifically went to the correct location at the correct time to take the photo.  I like 

photographing spontaneously but planning ahead in this case really paid off.                                                                                                    

To people who may be looking for a club I would say : "Come join our club!" Joining FCC gave me the opportunity to make 

new friends and continue to learn new things about photography.  There's always the opportunity to photograph with new 

friends and even go on trips to photograph new places.  It can open up a whole new world.  Now that it's Spring, it's a great 

time to get out and enjoy taking pictures!  I hope we will be on outdoor field trips soon.   Sheila Golden 

Question: I often have difficulty with the Spot Healing Brush tool in Photoshop                                                                                                                 

when I'm trying to cleanup along the edge of a subject. The result is often a                                                                                                                  

blurry mess . Is this just a limitation of this tool, or is there a way to get                                                                                                                                     

better results?                                 

Tim Grey’s Answer: To some extent the issue you refer to is due to the nature of the                                                                                                                                                  

Spot Healing Brush tool. But you can take steps to mitigate (and often eliminate) the problem                                                                              

First off, it probably goes without saying at this point that you should make sure the Content Aware option is selected under 

Type on the Options bar after selecting the Spot Healing Brush tool from the toolbox. If you're working on a separate layer 

(which I highly recommend) you'll also need to turn on the Sample All Layers checkbox.                                                                                 

With these settings established you'll generally get very good results working with the Spot Healing Brush tool. However, there 

are a few additional items I recommend.                                                                                                                                                                            

First, I recommend working with the smallest brush possible that still allows you to work efficiently to identify the area you 

want to clean up in the image. In other words, the brush should generally be just a little smaller than the area you want to 

clean up. You can then click and drag a little as needed to paint over the entire area needing work, and then release the 

mouse button so Photoshop can process the area.                                                                                                                                            

Second, it is best to work with a hard-edged brush for the Spot Healing Brush tool. This tool performs automatic blending of 

the pixels that are covering up a blemish, so there's no need for a "fuzzy" edge to further ensure blending. The tool also 

achieves better results when you utilize a hard-edged brush. So be sure the Hardness setting for the brush popup on the 

Options bar is set to a value of 100%.                                                                                                                                                                    

The last tip is perhaps the most important, or at least the one that is least obvious. That is, when you're cleaning up along a 

relatively high-contrast edge, you should paint perpendicular to the line rather than parallel to the line. In my experience, if 

fuzzy artifacts remain after a brush stroke with the Spot Healing Brush, undoing the brush stroke and painting perpendicular 

to the contrast edge almost always produces an improvement.                                                                                                                         

In most cases I find that the Spot Healing Brush tool offers excellent cleanup performance in a nearly completely automated 

way. If you're not able to get good results for a particular blemish, another good option is to mix-and-match the image cleanup 

tools. Start with the Clone Stamp tool to remove the blemish completely, and then use the Spot Healing Brush tool to clean 

areas where blending is needed for the initial cleanup.                                                                                                                                        

You can get more tips on image cleanup in Photoshop in my video training course "Photoshop CS6 Image Cleanup Workshop", 

available through my video2brain online store here:    https://partner.video2brain.com/timgrey/course  

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001DhM1hN57FYZKeZFYyKIWW4Xf6mf8KJBc1KuZcDj9-0P1ygiixF08WJKDtTiaPZfE8tbEgUeYxOsXGECCPPBLjHVFI4MjeykIAlA5En_vVllTxsbmKEChES8NVsWQm_TZSUpGQMWPd4wEC9EL598COJORPwal692j
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001DhM1hN57FYZKeZFYyKIWW4Xf6mf8KJBc1KuZcDj9-0P1ygiixF08WJKDtTiaPZfE8tbEgUeYxOsXGECCPPBLjHVFI4MjeykIAlA5En_vVllTxsbmKEChES8NVsWQm_TZSUpGQMWPd4wEC9EL598COJORPwal692j


PFLI Sunday (Virtual) Lectures on Photography                                                                                                                               

  All Lectures will begin at 1:00 p NY time. As we approach the Lecture dates,                                                                           
you will be  provided with the links. The upcoming presentation IS :                                                                                      

May 1, 2022: Grace Scalzo: “Creating Art with Your Camera”  Grace Scalzo                                                                                                           
is a well-respected nature photographer. She is a former resident of Long Island, now living inTexas. She 
has loved the outdoors since childhood. The combination of photography and                                                                                             
nature opened her eyes in new ways and ignited her  interest in the art. She has                                                               
authored two children's books and her images have been recognized and                                                                                               
published by NANPA (North American Nature Photography Association) and “Nature’s Best” Magazine. She 
often writes for online nature photography forums about the ethics of nature photography and other current 
topics.                                                                                                                                                                                                              

Photography has great power in showcasing our natural world. Ms. Scalzo believes that if people see and 
feel a connection to their environment, they will care about preserving it. With this in mind, she creates her 
images, prepares slide shows and speaks to nature groups, photography clubs, and libraries. She resides in 
Spring Branch, Texas, with her husband, Ted, who lends his technical and creative energy to her website 
and slide show preparations. They are managing their land for the benefit of wildlife under a plan approved 
by the State of Texas. Under their stewardship, it can never be divided and developed.                                                                                       
Ms. Scalzo will show how she uses her craft as a nature photographer to bring artistry, creativity, stories, 
and emotion to her photos. Her images can be seen on her website: gracescalzophotogrpphy.com.                                                    
Bob Warshauer, PFLI  

Floral Photography Zoom Program by Valerie Interligi on 4/6/2022  by Tony Siciliano   

The presentation was well done, with many beautiful examples, along with practical 

applications using a minimum of camera gear.                                                                                                                                                               

Valerie’s gear includes an old Olympus four-thirds digital camera, 60 mm macro lens, a 

lens baby, a couple of close up filters and a soft focus filter. She uses nothing expensive 

that is beyond the reach of most amateur photographers.                                                                         

Her photographs are primarily taken in her house on a staircase having abundant natural 

light. She also has a small set-up, which can be used on a tabletop, using foam core 

project boards, several small reflectors, and a couple of tabletop lights.                                                      

Despite the simplicity of Valerie’s equipment, she has three secrets accounting for her 

success.  The first is persistence, meaning the more you experiment with your floral 

photography, the better you will become. The second secret to her successful images are 

the water color backdrops that Valerie paints, then simply stands (or tapes up)  behind 

her flowers. The third secret is the mylar/foil reflective surfaces that she often places 

under her floral subjects, creating beautiful reflections. Valerie indicated  you can 

purchase these surfaces on Amazon or, more cheaply, one can find them at the Dollar 

Store, where they have on sale foil backed wrapping paper.                                                                      

A quick note regarding her water color backdrops. Valerie chooses her floral subject and 

then chooses water colors which compliment the image.  Now, she paints her backdrops, 

basically by splashing the water colors on a large sheet of artist paper!                                                       

If you watch Valerie's video presentation you will see all the above ideas skillfully 

demonstrated, including how she paints her backdrops. Be aware the video is only 

posted for a month, so please view it soon. Here’s the ZOOM link: 

https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/uWU_UecCulvdoqRy-1o_DxqjCUAXpys8YdJC8dqd-

EVCc7ST5VwaUMjl3RKD_vlK.E9xXfLzurAlXrI0x 
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https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/uWU_UecCulvdoqRy-1o_DxqjCUAXpys8YdJC8dqd-EVCc7ST5VwaUMjl3RKD_vlK.E9xXfLzurAlXrI0x
https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/uWU_UecCulvdoqRy-1o_DxqjCUAXpys8YdJC8dqd-EVCc7ST5VwaUMjl3RKD_vlK.E9xXfLzurAlXrI0x
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A GROUP                                       # entered         points 

CREATIVE                                       # entered         points B & W                                     # entered         points 

SALON                                         # entered         points 

Judge: 

Scott Dere 

Elliot Friedman 15 27 

Bill McLernon 16 26 

Gary Hu  7 18 

Joe Macaluso 13 15 

Frederick Mark 14 15 

Edward Xu 12 14.5 

Sharon Jackson 8 10.5 

Yinping Zong 6 9 

David Aliono 6 8.5 

Sheila Golden 2 1 

Bob Green 8 19 

Bill McLernon 8 13.5 

Ann Hickey    4 11 

Elliot Friedman 7 10.5 

Tony Siciliano 6 10.5 

Bernie Gellman 5 9 

Tony Coppeta  5 7.5 

Marty Fleischer 5 6.5 

Edward Xu 6 5 

Louise Destefano 1 1.5 

Roy Woelfel 1 1 

Joe Macaluso 1 0 

Bernie Gellman 17 32.5 

Bernard Huang 14 32 

Bob Green 16 29.5 

Tony Coppeta       16 28 

Louise DeStefano 16 27.5 

Sheree Lin 14 27 

Roy Woelfel 16 26.5 

Ann Hickey      12 24.5 

Tony Siciliano 14 24 

Andrew Silver 10 19 

Martin Fleischer 10 13.5 

Bob Green 8 20 

Elliot Friedman 8 16.5 

Tony Siciliano 8 15.5 

Bill McLernon 8 13.5 

Tony Coppeta  7 11.5 

Roy Woelfel 6 10 

Edward Xu 6 9 

Ann Hickey         5 7.5 

Louise Destefano 4 6 

Joe Macaluso 5 6 

Martin Fleischer 4 4.5 

Bernie Gellman 3 3 

The ad on the 
left is from a 
current Kodak 
web site.  I 
guess what 

was old is now 
new. 

 

At the right 
is a 

description of 
a great place 
to photograph 
birds.  The 
club has 

visited many 
times. 

 



B&W     “Window Rain”   Tony Coppeta 

Salon Group   “Reflection”     Ann Hickey 
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A Group     “Happy Bird”         Gary Hu 

Creative     “Far Out Abstract”        Bob Green 



The following comments and observations were presented to  PFLI by  Dick Hunt noted photographer and PFLI statistician. 

Dick Hunt on Competition Scores and Judges:                                                                                                                                 

I have been with the PFLI for 22 years now in various capacities including Competition Chair and each                                                                                   

year as September approaches discussions turn to judging.                                                                                                                                                                                 

The discussions are actually more like complaints and they generally center around comments like                                                                           

"My Bluejay got a 9 at the club and a crummy 23 at PFLI. The PFLI judges have no idea what they are                                                                                   

doing!".                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

The fact is that the scores at PFLI will almost always be lower than the scores at the club and there are a number of 

reasons why this is true.                                                                                                                                                                                                       

  1. A lone judge in front of a club audience generally wants to be a "nice guy" and perhaps would like to be invited back to 

judge again so handing out low scores would seem to be in opposition to that goal.  Particularly since a few clubs have been 

know to rate the judges performance on how many 9's they award or have asked judges to explain  afterward why the 

scores were so low. Knowing this, even though the actual scoring criteria is 5=poor, 6=fair,  7=good, 8=very good and 

9=outstanding almost no judge will give out a 5 and taken to the extreme many judges will not even score a 6. This score 

compression  means poor images (5's) and fair images (6's) are all pushed up to a 7 score. To keep things in balance the 

real 7's must now be pushed up to 8's and  the 8's are now elevated to 9's...along with the real 9's. The makers with 6's and 

7's are probably happy but the makers of the true 9's maybe not so much. The net result is a lot of inflated high scores.         

2. The 3 PFLI judges are under no such "be a nice guy" constraints and their scoring will be far more objective.  For the most 

part the judges have seen tens of thousands of images. You may think that your Bluejay is the best Bluejay ever, and for you 

it may be, but for the judges who have seen perhaps hundreds of bluejays it may not be. Because of their expanded 

knowledge and the tempering effect of 3 judges instead of 1 the score you receive will be a lot closer to the actual value of 

the image.                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

3. Personal bias may also rear it's ugly head with the one club judge. Much as you say it should not, if the club judge loves 

birds maybe a bird image gets an extra boost. Finding 3 PFLI judges on the same panel that all love birds probably will not 

happen.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

So what should clubs do?                                                                                                                                                                                                   

1. Encourage the judge to use the full scale....and really mean it.                                                                                                                                              

2. Consider switching to 1/2 point scoring at your club competition. This gives the judges a lot more wiggle room particularly 

at the high end. Deciding between an 8 and a 9 generally means the judge will go up to a 9. Now he or she has an out at 8 

1/2 saving the 9's for truly outstanding images.                                                                                                                                                                                                 

3. Don't rate the judges on scores alone. Look for the following things from a judge at the club level. Were his comments 

helpful. Did he find something that you might have missed. Were the scores consistent between similar images. Did the 

scores match the comments. Things like "the light is great, the subject is fantastic, I love the composition....7" leave people 

scratching their heads. And in the final analysis did he select  the best images as the best images for the night.                                                                     

4. Attend the PFLI competitions. Last year 420 makers had work sent to the PFLI. About 35 people show up at each 

competition and for the most part they are  the same 35 people. That means that the vast majority of workers have no clue 

why their Bluejay got a 23 and another Bluejay got a 25. Go to 4 competitions a year and you will see 2,000 images, far 

more than you will  ever see at your club and you will begin to realize why the scoring differences.                                                                         

5. Remember it is judging. If we could put a ruler on an image and just measure the score we would. But the fact is the 

same image on a different night with a different judge may produce a different score.                                                                                                                                                                        

The final thought is to recognize what a really good score at PFLI actually is. The overall average for almost 4,000 images 

last year was 22.3 To assist me in selecting judges I put together an unofficial "Super All Star" list. To get on my list you 

must have 16 images scored at PFLI and you must average 23 or above. 16 images means if you enter only 2 groups...say 

BWA and CPA you must have an image sent every month with no exceptions, a difficult task in a large club. Generally to get 

on the list you must compete in 3 or even 4 groups..BWA, CPA, DPA and CRE. That insures that you understand the special 

requirements of the various groups. As I said, 420 makers entered PFLI last year but only 27 made my list. Remember that 

crummy 23. If you could do that  every time you would be on my list.      Dick Hunt 
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Robert Mapplethorpe (1946 -1989) was an American photographer who became known 

for his large-scale photographic images. His series of homoerotic portraits were subject 

to much controversy.  “The more pictures you see, the better you are as a photographer.”  
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Stay Focused! 

Show Some Support                                                                                                                               

Image Stabilization / Vibration Reduction has become a mainstay to help 

photographers get sharp images. It enables every person who picks up a camera to 

get a sharp photo. But before gyros were built into lenses or attached to camera 

bodies, tripods, window mounts, and bean bags were the “catch of the day.”  Their 

benefits are numerous and each has its own niche. Will I ever give up my VR? 

Absolutely not. But on the other hand,  you’ll never see any of my traditional means 

of camera support appear with a FOR SALE sign!   

TRIPODS: In general, the heavier the tripod, the more stability it provides. Yet having one that's too heavy is 

counterproductive in that it becomes a burden. A good rule of thumb is to purchase a tripod that's sturdy enough to 

stabilize your longest lens. If the weight of the tripod is a major consideration, carbon fiber models are offered by all the 

major manufacturers. They're light and provide excellent stability but at a higher cost. A great benefit of a tripod is it helps 

you work more slowly allowing you to deeply scrutinize each composition. The benefit is you'll more easily notice 

distractions and undesirable compositional elements that can be dealt with prior to making the picture.                                                          

WINDOW MOUNTS: Window mounts are used when photographing from your vehicle.                                                                                                      

Animals have become accustomed to cars which has lead to many great images in                                                                                                      

that the car is used as a blind. As it’s awkward to set up a tripod around seats, center                                                                                                  

consoles, and steering wheels, so evolved window mounts. With a window slightly                                                                                                      

rolled up, they fit over the lip and are steadied by a section that butts up to the inside                                                                                                                     

panel of the door creating a solid platform for a tripod head and long lens. When                                                                                                       

using them there are a few things to keep in mind. Engine vibration is easily transferred                                                                                                             

so make sure it’s turned off or else the images won’t be sharp. Additionally, if there are                                                                                                                                 

other people or photographers in the car, you need to have an understanding that                                                                                                       

movement is restricted to times when a warning is given. When I know I will be in a                                                                                                     

specific spot for an extended length of time, I set up in the back seat as it provides more room. I don’t have to fight the 

steering wheel and pedals if I want to stretch my legs. Additionally, I can use the entire back seat to spread out all my 

equipment and be able to access it more quickly and efficiently                                                                                                           

BEAN BAG: For all the benefits a tripod or window mount have, they are heavy and sometimes not practical. In many 

instances, you can often get away with just a bean bag. They do have limitations but there are times when they do shine. 

When rested on a car hood or window, a fence or railing, a rock, or even the ground, they add a lot of stability over hand 

holding the camera. There are many types and models. Each can be filled with an odd assortment of things. Some come 

pre-filled while most are designed to be carried empty and filled with sand, beans, rice, pebbles, or other small materials 

on location. Empty they weigh a few ounces. Think of the benefit if you’re backpacking. When you get to your destination, 

fill it with dirt and you’re good to go. They even have a great benefit when you’re back home and working in the wind. 

Attach a filled bean bag to your tripod for additional stability.                                                                                                                                 

To learn more about this subject, join me on a photo safari to Tanzania. Visit www.russburdenphotography.com to get 

more information.  


